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There have been some reported discrimination cases , and the solution for some of them have 

not yet been found . In the following text you will find the description of the known cases.  

A – Transsexual Girl MtF 

She is student in high school and is discriminated and picked on by the teachers and is bullied 

in school by some of her colleagues.  

B – Transsexual Girl MtF  

She is also in high school was student in PTTR high school, observations were made on her 

situation by her teachers, threatened to be shaven bald if she does not cut her hair. She was 

threatened with expulsion if she comes with make up or even foundation. She was harassed in 

school by class mates. Was beaten in school. Final solution in this case was to transfer in a 

new high school where she was excepted as a female girl. Some relative problems have 

developed with 2 of her class mattes but she is accepted and supported by her teachers in the 

new high school. 

D – Transsexual Boy FtM 

He is a opera singer. His voice is of a tenor but at his job place they refuse to change his 

position as a soprano because of gender issues . He sings also in a religious choir where he is 

known as a man . He is currently trying to change his position at the job place .  

R – Transsexsual Girl MtF 

Works at the national broadcasting corporation SRR Romania. SRR Romania has 8 Radio 

station and R was working at Radio Bucharest Radio had to transfer to a different station 

belonging to the national broadcasting corporation because of the way her direct boss was 

treating her, he made bogus reports against her, reported her missing from work and she was 

actually seen by many working. She had to go from office to office daily so people could see 

she is at work. And she was forced to transfer. At current work place there are no issues 

present about her sexual identity. 

These are the known cases in our attention. We will inform as other cases may emerge or the 

situations of the presented changes. 

 


